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Abstract-Design Patterns provide reusable solutions to the problems repeatedly occur in software development context. 

Approach to design patterns is an extension and integrated framework close to object oriented programming style. Every 

feature of design patterns convincingly support design process during software product development. There is slight 

difference between object oriented style and applying design patterns. Use of design patterns impact flexibility, 

extensibility and portability. Design patterns help in finding appropriate objects, Determining object granularity, specifying 

object interfaces, specifying object implementation, putting reuse mechanism to work and designing to change. There are 

several parameters to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of software. Parameters for evaluating software change 

based on client requirement and contexts. Standardization of criteria for software quality has been attempted by software 

companies and clients. Some of those have been adopted subsequently. Though there are multiple parameters in evaluation 

of software quality, what are the most important parameters which are common in all contexts and applicable for both 

developers and clients? There is one parameter which is normally not seriously considered during design and development 

by most of the companies. Maintainability is the parameter which would reflect after the user start using the product. Some 

issues might pop after a long time during usage. This paper attempts in bringing out the fact that reducing the cost of 

maintenance by using design patterns during design of software product.  

Index Terms- Design Pattern, Maintenance, Software Quality, Software Evaluation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Essence of design patterns in software context is explained 

in initial sections. Classification of patterns and the way 

how those solve design problems is described. Current 

status of applying design patterns in software design 

process is explored with the help of available literature. 

Similarities in features of design patterns and object 

oriented principles are touched upon. Behavior change 

support systems and design patterns in software 

development is analyzed. Application of design patterns in 

mobile application development and mobile cloud 

computing is analyzed. Gang of Four (GoF) design patterns 

as understood by the users is explored. Unified modeling 

language and OntoUML with combination of design 

patterns is described as an experience of an author.  

 

2. BACKGROUND OF DESIGN PATTERNS 

Object oriented approach in software design and 

development has been evolved to address several 

inconsistent issues. The challenges like finding pertinent 

objects factor those into right classes at the right 

granularity, define class interfaces and inheritance. 

Redesigning should be avoided by all means and be 

minimized if impossible to do away. The recurring 

solutions to a repeatedly occurring problem can be a design 

pattern with object oriented approach. Design and 

architecture can be reused with the help of design patterns. 

A pattern has pattern name, problem, solution and 

consequences as four elements. Design patterns are based 

on practical implementation in languages like Smalltalk and 

C++. Model/View/Controller (MVC) are the classes in 

Smalltalk and design patterns used inside the architecture. 

For ease of understanding and usage purpose, design 

patterns are classified into three categories – creational, 

structural and behavioral.  

 

3. DESIGN PATTERNS IN OBJECT ORIENTED 

PROGRAMMING 

Several object oriented techniques are used in developing 

software solutions to ensure ease of use, standardization, 

effective maintenance, sustainability and portability. Design 

patterns are solutions to such problems and was proposed 

by GoF (Gang of Four)[1]. Design patterns solve the 

problems faced by object oriented programmers in day to 

day programming practical issues. Design patterns help in 

identify less obvious abstractions. Façade pattern helps in 

representing complete sub system. Interfaces and 

relationships are the two aspects where design patterns are 

extensively used. Implementation using various classes, 

objects and interfaces is taken care. Putting reuse 

mechanism to work is on top with design patterns. In 

comparison with framework, design patterns are more 

abstract and smaller architectural elements. One can select a 

design pattern by understanding the pattern in detail. 

Patterns should be read completely covering its objective, 

motivation and need of the context. Once the pattern is 

selected, using the same is equally important. User should 

read the complete pattern, go back and revisit structure, 

participants and collaborations. Explore the sample code, 

define required classes and implement the pattern. [1] 

 

4. DESIGN PATTERNS IN BCCS 

Behavior Change Support System (BCSS) provides a kind 

of sustainable solutions and there are design patterns and 

similar approaches if observed. Core areas focused is 

health. In this context, design patterns do not provide 
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software code as solution but assists in getting a systematic 

design to reduce repetition of same task and promotes reuse 

[2].  

 
Figure 1: Class diagram for Reward Pattern 

 
5. DESIGN PATTERNS IN MOBILE 

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

Software Design Patterns which have been proposed with 

parameter based evaluation in mobile application 

development have indicated improved efficiency. It also 

indicated the negative impact of using design patterns when 

used improperly [1]. A three step pattern driven architecting 

process has been proposed by Akash Ahmed et al to guide 

architectural design for Mobile Cloud Computing systems 

[1] 

 

6. GoF DESIGN PATTERNS 

The Gang of Four design patterns represent a solution to a 

problem in general sense [5]. Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, 

Raplh Johnson and John Vlissides are known as Gang of 

Four who brought out the elements of reusable object 

oriented software as design patterns.  

 
Figure 2 Bridge Pattern 

 
7. DESIGN PATTERNS IN ONTOUML 

There exists a close relationship between design patterns 

and OntoUML in software design and development. 

Conceptual modeling is done in the OntoUML. The 

relationship between primitives of the language, 

conclusions from the given language and convictions are 

recorded for further logical conclusions. Design patterns 

serve a complementary purpose of making the design more 

meaningful to reduce the burden of integration during 

implementation.  [1] 

 

8. SIMPLIFYING DESIGN PATTERNS 

Design Patterns classified into three different categories 

i.e., Creational, Structural and Behavioral. Gang of Four 

described all 23 patterns using a standard template. The 

template consists of 11 parameters with which the design 

patterns are described. Name of the patterns specifies the 

partial definition of the pattern. Classification mentions in 

which of the category of creational, structural or behavioral 

pattern. “Also known as” is the next parameter in the 

standard template which gives us other name of a pattern. 

Motivation brings out the context at which justification to 

the need of specific pattern. Applicability lists out the 

situations when the pattern is used. Structure shows 

graphical representation of all the objects and classes used 

in the pattern. Participants are various components shown 

in the structure of the pattern and are the classes and 

objects. Collaboration conveys the relationship among the 

participants of the pattern. Consequences are the benefits 

and liabilities with the pattern. Implementation would have 

certain issues, pitfalls, constraints and challenges during 

implementation of the pattern. Sample code consists of 

defining classes and operations required; creating objects 

and implementing the operations using the objects. Known 

uses are the specific tools and companies who use the 

patterns. Related patterns are the other design patterns 

which are prerequisites, dependent or substitute to the 

pattern.  This is the standard way of knowing, 

understanding and applying the design patterns. 

Subsequently users have simplified these patterns by 

incorporating required changes and adapted to their 

situations.  

 

9. CONCLUSION 

All the literature explored in the paper supports the title 

claiming significant difference in maintainability and 

sustainability of the software with the use of design patterns 

during planning phase. Close relationship of design patterns 

with object oriented programming style has been quoted by 

multiple authors. Object oriented approach provides 

modularity, scope for reuse, flexibility and effective 

problem solving. All the benefits of both design patterns 

and object oriented principles ensures less maintenance by 

addressing possible popping issues during implementation. 

A design pattern in specific context of mobile application 

development was evaluated and endorses the title of low 

maintenance. Gang of Four (GoF) throughout their 

research, justified the need of patterns to be happy during 

the real usage of the product. Few people attempted in 

further simplifying the design patterns to effectively use in 

their planning.  
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